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On June 21, 2017, the Department of Health (DH) of the Hong Kong Government urged clients who consulted a registered Chinese medicine practitioner (CMP) not to use creams prescribed by that CMP as the creams were suspected to contain undeclared Western medicine (WM) ingredients.1 The investigation followed complaints of skin hypopigmentation of two 6-month-old male infants whose parents had applied on their infants unlabeled bottles of brownish grey cream prescribed by the CMP for the treatment of eczema. Part 1 poisons clobetasol propionate and miconazole were detected in the cream. The DH’s officers conducted investigations in the premises concerned for the possible source of the ingredients. Compared with adults, children are at higher risk of both local and systemic effects.2,3 According to the Pharmacy and Poisons Ordinance (Cap 138), illegal sale or possession of Part I poisons are criminal offences. The maximum penalty for each offence is a fine of HK$100,000 and two years’ imprisonment. The DH has set up a hotline and has referred the case to the Chinese Medicine Council of Hong Kong for possible disciplinary actions. The CMP responded to reporters that the cream would not have been prescribed if he knew that it contained corticosteroid (CS), indirect implying that CS is an evil product and he was also a victim. Within the same period, another CMP in the same district was reported to prescribe CS to young children with eczema. A mini-outbreak of CS phobia occurred involving over two hundred anxious parents phoning DH for consultation. The DH issued letters to all CMPs and Chinese medicine associations to alert them to these recent cases. They were again reminded that CMPs must not prescribe Chinese medicines (CM) which contain WM to their patients as such act violates the laws and endangers public safety and health.4

The incidents reflect the ongoing dilemma of non-integration of medical disciplines.

From time to time, the local media report cases of illegal prescription of CS to children with eczema by CMPs, some of them were depicted figuratively as "divine doctor for childbirth", "holy hand for eczema" and "father of naturopathy" etc.2 Physicians should be aware that unregistered CM can contain potent drugs such as CS. Like asthma and allergic rhinitis, childhood eczema is a common atopic disease which is associated with chronicity and impaired quality of life of the patients and their families.2,3 Management includes patient education, avoidance of triggers, optimal skin care through the regular use of emollient, appropriate use of topical CS, antihistamines, and even immunotherapy.5 Nevertheless, fears and non-adherence on various therapeutic aspects of WM prevail and management of this disease remains suboptimal.6 CS is the cornerstone of treatment during disease flare.4 Steroid phobia, however, has overwhelmingly counter-benefited the therapeutic efficacy of CS.7,8 In Hong Kong, many parents would seek alternative and folklore treatment of unproven efficacy, possibly because of their dissatisfaction with current WM treatment.2,6 Paradoxically, some of these alternative treatments may knowingly or unknowingly contain potent CS, and definitely unknowingly used by steroid-phobic parents.6,9 Many steroid-phobic parents are very skeptical about WM.2,4 In parallel to this
skepticism and non-trust, many citizens idolize complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) and believe that traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) and herbs are without much side effects. Many parents would purchase proprietary topical and oral preparations without knowing what they are, and use them liberally and indiscriminately on their children. Pressed by public's quest for efficacious and safe treatment and lucrative profits, CAM practitioners may risk prescribing CS and "WM" in the name of TCM. Hence, despite the prevalence of "steroid phobia" which may lead to the suboptimal use of prescribed topical CS, parents might unknowingly use over-the-counter potent CS and TCM which contains CS.

Eminent CMPs are especially tempted to prescribe CS to preserve their reputation that CM is efficacious as panacea treatment of any disease. It is difficult to convince anxious steroid-phobic parents to be vigilant in the use of often adulterated proprietary CM. Nevertheless, government and the media play important roles not to disgrace CM and tarnish CS usage. Scientifically, CM is an important branch of medicine, and topical or systemic CS is a very important class of immunomodulating and anti-inflammatory medication. The authors believe that in Hong Kong, both CM and CS have complementary roles in disease management and that the important and fashionable concept of integrative medicine (IM) is worth promoting. Tarnishing CS or CM usage certainly does not help with the already evil image of CS among steroid-phobic parents. As a matter of fact, combining treatment with WM and CM has benefits in the treatment of atopic dermatitis because such treatment may prevent the adverse reactions induced by WM, while improving the efficacy of WM. WM and CM practitioners and the media should therefore work together to promote correct public health education on this important class of medicine. Western medicine practitioners should be more knowledgeable about CM and vice versa for CMPs. Both Western medicine practitioners and CMPs should pay attention to the interactions between WMs and CMs because CMs can affect the pharmacokinetic properties of WMs. Our common enemy is the naive belief by the naive parents that exclusive CM is the ultimate and safe solution for eczema. Money is not evil but the love of money is the root of all evil. In this regard, CS is definitely not an evil.

Notorious Examples of Non-integration

Attention of Hong Kong physicians was aroused when news broke out on December 17, 2015 that a 23-year-old man with eczema jumped off his apartment window and found dead whilst his mother was preparing herbal medicine decoction for him in the sitting room. There is no lack of dermatologists, allergists, internists, family medicine practitioners, CAM practitioners, and CMPs in Hong Kong for this common childhood condition. It is unacceptable that the patient should suffer and die of this miserable condition where treatment is readily available.

In Australia, an infant with eczema was denied WM and the parents exclusively used CAM. The homeopathy couple was jailed over their daughter's death. The daughter died of malnutrition and sepsis after the parents chose to use homeopathic remedies rather than conventional medicine to treat their daughter's severe skin disorder. Similarly, a tragic case was reported of an infant with eczema who died of group B streptococcus sepsicaemia and malnutrition despite expensive dietary supplements. These tragic cases of "status eczematicus", defined arbitrarily as eczema exacerbation that does not respond adequately to ordinary therapeutic measures and usually requires hospitalisation, serve to remind us the grave consequences of inappropriately managed cases of eczema.

If either CM or WM is not "efficacious" in certain diseases, notably chronic and terminal illnesses, the ideal treatment will be integrative or combined CM and WM. In principle, integrative medicine will minimise side effects and maximise efficacy. CM and WM disciplines share a lot of similarities. Indeed, perhaps disagreed by some practitioners, the two branches of medicine are very similar in that both have long history of tradition, and both therapeutic processes involve detailed history taking and physical examination to arrive at a diagnosis and treatment discussed with patients based on the diagnosis. However, there is often no detail on clinical pharmacology on CM. IM may offer some benefits but well-designed scientific studies are lacking. Despite its advocacy, genuine IM is seldom practiced in the city of Hong Kong. CM and WM often go in parallel or exclusive rather than integrative. Local Hospital Authority and the two medical schools in Hong Kong have established certificate and diploma courses of CM for medical practitioners and allied health. This is a way in bridging the knowledge for WMPs. CMPs claim to treat pre-disease (i.e. preventive medicine) primarily. Contrary to common fallacies, CM can be potent and efficacious, but may not cure many diseases. In modern CM training, practitioners are more receptive to WM. Non-herbal medicines are commonly used too, such as insect exo-skeleton, animal body parts, minerals, and a rsernic.
The authors consider eczema a mental or psycho-social disease, rendering WM, CM, TCM, traditional Chinese herbal medicine, food avoidance, food supplementation, acupuncture and any CAM alone sub-optimal in efficacy. We need to be unified and join hands to create a holistic psycho-educational approach for this disease. The only chance for a successful management of complex psychosocial disease is to complement the strength and weakness of the two medical disciplines to make this truly integrative. The real problem often lies within the patient. Parents/patients generally do not want combined or IM. Many of them believe that CM has to be used alone. Even with an integrative approach, many parents/patients would demand to remove the WM component and request pure herbal ingredients (pure Han formula, purely herbal). Hence, our common "enemies" are the myths ("mind devils"), fallacies, fake or pseudo-CM, and the parent(s).
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